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Catching psychopaths requires not only the ability to ‘think’ like a psychopath but also
the ability to behave as one – being careful to direct all such behaviours to psychopaths
only! Unfortunately there are no other effective means by which to apprehend, contain
or ‘nail’ these evil criminals.

Barack Obama

Consider the fact that today more high profile mass murderers, rogues and criminals WALK FREE
than ever before! I refer of course to Tony Blair, Bush, Cheney, Rice, Perle, Wolfowitz, Greenspan,
Bernanke, Howard, Rudd etc. We know them all; this is a new century one in which psychopaths
revel.

However, these sick bastards all have one thing in common, their WEAKNESS/VULNERABILITY.
None have been combat trained or are physically able to protect themselves. Their day to day lives
offer numerous opportunities for specialists and others – make no mistake, these people are easily
(permanently) stopped!

Weigh the ‘mercy and compassion’ Blair and his ilk displayed for the millions they are responsible
for murdering in Iraq and Central Asia against your moral code and personal values and then
consider an action YOU would take to remedy the situation.

Consider also popular media magazine pictures/presentations/distractions depicting the Obama
family engaged in pleasant family pursuits in the 'rose garden' and understand that only hours
before Barack approved more criminal Drone attacks that kill countless INNOCENT women and
children. That FACT makes every picture of Michelle and daughters, GROTESQUE!

A single operative could bring the REALITY of Obama’s criminal actions to the breakfast tables of all
US citizens simply by exercising exactly the same heartless consideration for HIS family – WAR, for
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those who are unaware, is an extremely PERSONAL business. The FACT Obama and his
handlers constantly flout civilised LAWS only makes it easier to take action against him and other
criminal psychopaths like him.

It is only a matter of time before the inevitable occurs, I need only flag the fact. As the sun rises so
too the certainty of the event.
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